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Overview of SEA-Teacher
- The design of SEA-Teacher Project
- Transformation of mechanism & evaluation

Panel Presentation
- Good practices in the operationalization
- Lesson learned

Workshop
- Suggestion for improvement
- Improved by adding more activities

Signing Agreement
Commitment from the participating universities to sustain the SEA-Teacher project
Overview of SEA-Teacher

01 Transformation of SEA-Teacher

02 The result of programme and blog evaluation

03 SEA-Teacher Journey
Panel Presentation

01 The internationalization of the universities

02 Programme implementation for outbound & inbound student teachers

03 Evaluating and reporting

04 Growing up with challenges
**Workshop**

- Lecturer/staff exchange (management visit, guest lecture, staff immersion programme, keynote speaker, etc)
- Joint research (SEA-Teacher journal, etc)
- Joint conference (back to back with SEA-Teacher meeting, SEAMEO Congress, etc)
- Summer programme for student & lecturer (camp, cultural exchange, community engagement)
- Institutionalization of Membership (SEA-Teacher Membercard)
Signing Agreement for the 9th Batch of SEA-Teacher Project

- Indonesia 58 institutions
- Japan 1 institution
- Philippines 37 institutions
- Thailand 17 institutions

113 institutions